Abstract: Multifunction radars (MFR) must achieve their capability requirements in
Introduction
A naval multi-function radar conducts multiple functions simultaneously, including tracking, surveillance, fire control, and various other functions. An effective Radar Resource Management (RRM) algorithm will allocate the radars resources efficiently while contributing to a specified mission role (NCTR, Kill Assessment,. . . ). For naval radars, RRM has traditionally been conducted in a non-adaptive manner. That is, the control and scheduling of radar tasks is fixed and invariant over time. However, naval vessels are operating in increasingly complex environments. This necessitates the development of adaptive RRM techniques, which vary with the target and interference environment that the vessel is encountering at any given time. RRM techniques have the potential to enhance radar performance compared to non-adaptive techniques, but further study of performance, complexity and robustness needs to be carried out [8, 2, 5, 1, 4, 3, 9] .
The contribution of this paper is firstly to improve the general Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) approach for assessing the results of RRM simulations, and secondly to apply the MCDA approach to a naval scenario.
The aim of this work is to evaluate the performance of several candidate RRM algorithms. The efficiency of RRM algorithms shall be measured on multiple metrics covering the main functions of the radar. For instance, the main metric related to tracking is track completeness. As one algorithm is not in general expected to outperform all other ones on all criteria, one needs MCDA to weigh-up the pros and cons of each solution and help to identified the most preferred one. We have proposed in previous works the use of a MCDA approach [1, 6] supported by a tool called MYRIAD [7] , to assess RRM efficiency, which relies on the knowledge of technical experts and/or operational people.
In MCDA, the alternatives to be assessed are measured on a fixed number of metrics, the value of each metric is normalized and these normalized values are aggregated to produce the overall performance level for each alternatives. In standard MCDA, there is one and only one value of each alternative on each metric. This is not the case for the evaluation of RRM, as each candidate algorithm is run on multiple scenarios. As a result, there are many instances of each metric for each algorithm. For instance, there is one instance of metric "track completeness" for each target in each scenario. The standard approach to handle these multiple values consists in computing the average value for each metric, and apply the MCDA model with these average values. We have shown some drawbacks of this approach and advocated an alternative approach [6] . In this new approach, the performance is computed for a metric in two steps: Firstly, each value of each metric is normalized; and secondly, these normalized values are aggregated thanks to an Ordered Weighted Average (OWA) [10, 11] . This aggregation function allows to put more weights to the worst evaluations -thereby expressing pessimism or risk aversion.
The main contribution of this paper is twofold. Firstly, we improve the approach proposed in [6] by proposing simple elicitation method. The aggregation of metrics is by nature subjective and shall integrate the preferences of some decision maker regarding the relative importance between criteria and satisfaction threshold. The main difficult is to elicit the weights of the OWA operator in an interpretable and user-friendly way. Secondly, we apply this general approach to a naval scenario.
The layout of the paper is as follows. The naval scenario is presented in Section 2. . The results of the evaluation are shown in Section 3. . 2 
Naval scenario
The problem at stake is to compare two solutions:
"NA+NSR" : the standard legacy Non-Adaptive algorithm, with No Special Rate;
"A+STU" : the adaptive algorithm with Special Track Update rates for the most threatening targets. It includes three novel adaptive components: Fuzzy Logic Prioritization, Time Balancing Scheduling (TBS), and Adaptive Update Intervals for Tracking [8] .
The operational scenario is related to a Ballistic Missile Defence (BMD) mission, in which the ship contributes to the defence against a ballistic missile threat. The radars role is to detect and track the ballistic missile. The scenario is situated in a littoral region with a varied clutter background, including sea, land, and urban clutter -see Fig. 1 . In the scenario, targets are both surface and air targets. Surface targets include ships and recreational boats. Air targets consist of ballistic missiles, commercial aircrafts, recreational aircrafts, and birds. The ballistic missile launch region is shown as a square region over the land portion of the scenario. As the area of the launch region increases, the radar will require more resources to detect and track a ballistic missile that is launched. The two solutions are evaluated against clutter and non-clutter conditions. Simulation has been performed with Adapt MFR simulation tool. The evaluation is performed regarding: 3
• the "Surveillance" viewpoint, measured by metric "Time Frame". This is the average refresh rate of surveillance over the whole space. The smaller the value of this metric, the better;
• the "load balancing" viewpoint, measured by metric "Track Occupancy". This is the percentage of radar time used on tracking -the complementary time being allocated to surveillance. The smaller the value of this metric, the better.
• the "Tracking" viewpoint, measured by metric "Track Completeness". This is the average percentage of each trajectory that is tracked. The larger the value of this metric, the better;
The expectations on track completeness and the severity of non-fulfillment on this metric are not the same for the different targets. Hence, as proposed in [6] , we group together the values of track completeness for each type of target -see Fig. 2 . 
Results
Due to space limitations, we only present the details of results on tracking function. They are summarized in Fig. 3 . They are organized as an array. Columns represent the metrics: "ballistic missile tracking", "commercial aircraft tracking", "recreational aircraft tracking", "bird tracking", "ship tracking" and "recreational boat tracking" from left to right. The green (resp. red) represent the performance assessment between 0% (criterion not satisfied at all) and 100% (criterion perfectly satisfactory) for solution A+STU (resp. solution NA+STU). The two green (resp. red) rows represent the results for solution A+STU (resp. NA+STU). The bottom green (resp. red) raw named "A+STU (metr.) (resp. "NA+STU (metr.)") shows an estimate of the probability distribution over the metric space. These are the raw values of metric "track completeness" from 0 (worst value) to 1 (best value) coming from the simulations. The top green (resp. red) raw named "A+STU (crit.) (resp. "NA+STU (crit.)") shows two curves: an estimate of the probability distribution over the the normalized values of the metric (i.e. the utility function applied to the metric), in blue and the corresponding values of the OWA weights, in red.
Looking at the probability distribution on the metrics, we note that the values are quite good. For instance, for A+STU on ballistic missiles, the main peak is around 0.85. After the application of the utility function, the probability distribution becomes much less optimistic. For instance, for A+STU on ballistic missiles, the main peak is around 0.3 with some kind of plateau between 0.7 and 1. The overall score presented in the gauge is the integral of the product of the blue and the red curves. We note that the red curve (OWA weights) are decreasing, which means that more weights are put on the worst tracked targets. This explains the bad evaluations on the gauges.
Case where there is no clutter There is significant improvement on A+STU compared to NA+NSR, except for Surface tracking for which the results are similar. A+STU gets very good performances on "Commercial Aircraft Tracking", "Recreational Aircraft Tracking" and "Bird Tracking". This is impressive, especially considering the pessimistic OWA weights. On the other hand, there is no major improvement on ballistic missiles tracking. The values of this metric are relative wide spread on the [0, 1] range; hence there is not at least 90% of well-tracked ballistic missiles, which explains the bad evaluation. Overall, A+STU has better performance in all 3 of the main criteria: tracking, surveillance and load balancing. We note that, less tracking beams are needed to track targets for Adaptive RRM (alternative A+STU), which improves load balancing. This extra saved times allows Adaptive RRM to improve the surveillance performance (time frame) over the non-adaptive RMM.
